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P3: Report on security risks and protection mechanisms in website performance There are certain websites security risks such as hacking and viruses which can put a website at risk. Fortunately we can stop these with protection mechanisms such as firewalls and strong passwords.



Security Risks Hacking Hacking is the term used to describe gaining unauthorised access to a computer system. Relating this to website performance, it is possible for people to hack a website and hinder the way a website performs. By hacking a website, a hacker can alter and break links on the website, which changes the way it is meant to perform because users wouldn’t be able to access certain parts of the website. Also hackers can add files and viruses to webpages, which can increase the loading times for the webpages as more information needs to be downloaded when a webpage is loaded.



Viruses A computer virus is a piece of code or a computer program which is loaded onto your computer without you knowing. Relating this to website performance, viruses can badly affect website performance. These viruses can affect website performance in a wide range of ways depending on the type of virus the website is infected with. For example the virus can slow down loading times of a website because the computer is trying to load the website whilst a virus is being installed on the computer. Also with a keystroke logging virus, a hacker can obtain important passwords which they can use to gain access to the website and alter it however they want, which will change the way it performs.



Identity Theft Identity theft is where someone obtains your private information and uses it to impersonate you for their gain. When someone has your personal information they can do tasks such as taking out loans in your name, applying for new credit cards or taking all your money from your bank account. In relation to website performance, a website will have to shut down or go under maintenance if a lot of people are having their identities stolen. For example if on EBay or Amazon someone gains your login and credit card details they can buy things in your name whilst pretending to be you. Therefore the website will have to investigate this and might temporarily close the website to try and resolve the issue, which will mean the website will be performing badly since no one can go on it temporarily.



Protection Mechanisms Firewalls A firewall is a security system which is used to prevent unauthorised access to a private computer network. These can come in the form of software (antivirus software) or as hardware (built into routers).



Relating these to website performance, firewalls are used to protect websites, as well as computers from unauthorised access. Firewalls attempt to keep websites safe from viruses and hacking attempts to take personal information, so they can stop hackers from wanting to manipulate the website. Also since firewalls can stop viruses they can ensure that a website won’t get affected by viruses which can slow its loading times and manipulate the way a website performs. However they can also increase loading times for the website because the host server needs to send more information out.



Secure Socket Layers (SSL) SSL is an internet protocol which is used by websites to ensure information is sent securely over the internet. It is primarily used on websites that handle important private information such as banking websites and social networking websites. It keeps your information private by encrypting it, so if someone else is monitoring it, they will only see a random assortment of letters, symbols and numbers, which only your computer/server can translate In relation to website performance, secure socket layers can affect a website because they can slow its loading time. This is because there is communication between the client and a server to establish a SSL connection whenever the website is loaded. However, by encrypting data, you can make your information hard for hackers to translate, therefore making it tougher for them to access the information they want.



Adherence to Standards (Strong Passwords) Strong passwords are passwords that are very difficult for people to guess or find out using computer software. Characteristics of a strong password include a mix of upper case and lower case letters as well as numbers or symbols. Relating this to website performance, strong passwords can make it harder for people to gain unwanted access to private information. This means that websites won’t have to temporarily shut down or go under maintenance to sort out a lot of peoples accounts being accessed by other people, therefore will be more likely to continue performing well as people will be less likely to have people successfully finding out your passwords.



Laws and Guidelines a website has to adhere to (Amazon) Amazon is a very popular website which people can use to buy and sell items online. However, it has to adhere to a wide range of laws and guidelines, such as the ones listed below:



The Data Protection Act 1998 The Data Protection Act is a law that websites must follow if they handle private information such as email addresses, banking details and phone numbers. This act protects your right of digital privacy and ensures the companies that you give this information to keep it secure and safe from anyone else. With Amazon, you can put a lot of personal information on it such as your address, email and credit card details. However Amazon has to apply with The Data Protection Act and keep information such as your password and email secure to prevent unauthorised access to your account and phishing emails. Amazon do not give out any personal information unless a 3rd party needs it to send you a product, as stated in the privacy notice section of their website. This is the quote they give when dealing with 3rd party service providers handling your information “We employ other companies and individuals to perform functions on our behalf. Examples include fulfilling orders, delivering packages, sending postal mail and e-mail, removing repetitive information from customer lists, analysing data, providing marketing assistance, providing search results and links (including paid listings and links), processing credit card payments and providing customer service. They have access to personal information needed to perform their functions, but may not use it for other purposes. Further, they must process the personal information in accordance with this Privacy Notice and as permitted by applicable data protection laws” The image below is a screenshot from their privacy notice section regarding how they handle your data.



The Privacy and Electronic Communications Regulations 2003 The Privacy and Electronic Communications Regulations are laws that a website must follow. They are as follows: A website must allow users to opt out of any disclosure, they must tell people who will use their information that a user puts on a website and they must be advised of cookies usage. With Amazon you are free to opt out of receiving any emails from Amazon as shown in the image on the right. You can also freely disconnect any social networking accounts you have connected to Amazon. Amazon tells the user that they use cookies in their privacy notice section on their website as shown in the image to the right. On the same page they also state what they do with your information you give to them. Here is the exact quote they give: “We receive and store any information you enter on our website or give us in any other way. You can choose not to provide certain information but then you might not be able to take advantage of many of our features. We use the information that you provide for such purposes as responding to your requests, customising future shopping for you, improving our stores, and communicating with you.”



Electronic Commerce (EC Directive) Regulations 2002 The Electronic Commerce (EC Directive) Regulations are a set of rules that a website that deals with electronic sales must adhere to. Amazon is a very popular website which is used for selling goods online, so it must provide the following information: •



The steps involved in placing an order. Amazon has a page in the Help and Customer Services section about how to place an order, which shows the steps involved in ordering an item as shown below.



•



Prices must be clear and state whether tax or shipping costs are included. When buying an item on Amazon, its price is clearly stated on the right hand side of the screen, as well as how much shipping will cost. With the image below for example it shows clearly that the product costs $6.22 and has free shipping.



•



The name of the service provider and their contact information. Amazon will state who the seller of the item is on the right hand side of the screen. By clicking the link on the users name their account page loads where you can see the information that they have disclosed about themselves, such as its location and contact details.



•



Acknowledgement of the order by electronic means and information on how to amend input errors made during the order process. When buying a product, Amazon will send you a confirmation email to prove that you have ordered a product. If you accidentally ordered a product due to an input error, Amazon has a page explaining what to do in this situation as shown below.
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